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ASIAVISION NEWS EXCHANGE 

1. Introduct i on 

The imba 1 ance o-f TV program and news -flows between 
industrialised and developing countries, between North and 
South,as well as the lack o-f such -flows within the South, 
have been well documented and analyzed over the 
years. 

Asiavision news exhange is one o-f the -few attempts to 
actually do something about the situation. In its own narrow but 
visible -field, it has been a success story and it has become a 
model -for other Third World broadcasters to emulate. It has not 
reversed the main direction o-f the -flow, but it has developed 
into a healthy counter-current and it has shown, that it is 
possible to use the new technologies in correcting the imbalance 
-provided that they are mastered. 

Asiavision news exchange has -for the -first time enabled the 
television organizations o-f Asia to exchange visual news items 
•for television directly among themselves - without 
"international" (ie., British or American) agencies playing their 
traditional middleman role. It has also created a countei—-flow 
o-f visual news items -from Asia to Europe and North America, an 
exchange between broadcasting organizations on an equal 
•footing and on a reciprocal basis. 

Asiavision news exchange (AvN) represents a rather narrow 
sector o-f all communication activities covered by this 
conference. Why I think it merits your attention is not that it 
perhaps has succeeded in its own -field, but that there are 
lessons in its experience which might be o-f bene-fit to other 
sectors and activities as well. 

2. The beginnings 

In general, a television organization can acquire programs 
and news material in three ways: producing them itsel-f, buying 
them -from outside sources either in its own country or abroad, 
or -from other television organizations in exchange o-f whatever 
programs or news items it in turn gives them. 

News and program exchanges between broadcasting and 
television organizations have traditionally played a large part 
in Europe. The -first news event relayed live to an international 
audience on television was the coronation o-f Queen Elizabeth in 
1953. In the beginning o-f the sixties, trans-Atlantic satellite 
television news was introduced, -first only on topics that seemed 
to warrant the exorbitant costs: US % 6 000/-first 10 minutes... 

During the sixties, television news-film exchanges between 
television organizations in both Western and Eastern Europe were 
consolidated into daily multi-origin, multi-destination 
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transmissions over the terrestrial networks o-f tv program video 
and audio circuits available. The West European system EBU 
(European Broadcasting Union) operated Eurovision News Exchanges 
(EVN's) at twice daily at -fixed times, with an option to a third, 
later exchange i -f warrented; the East European union OIRT 
operated Intervision News Exchanges and the two (E'v'N and I UN) 
started exchanging news over the great political divide. 

While television organizations in both Western and Eastern 
Europe where more and more able to cover the news o-f their 
continent (apart -from using own correspodents) by such cooperative 
e-f-forts as EVN and IVN, the coverage o-f the world outside Europe 
came to them mostly via the three major news-film agencies: 
Visnews,UPITN (new WTN) and CBS News-film. Material shot by their 
crews and stringers or bought -from local television stations was 
air-freighted, to London (or New York), processed, edited and 
scripted and sent to customers in Europe and elsewhere usually by 
air. News-film clips in a cardboad box or an "onion bag" somewhere 
in the cargo compartment o-f an airplane are perishable goods 
indeed. To get them -faster to their customers, news-film agencies 
o-f-fered to inject the most important stories into the Eurovision 
network -from London or, in case o-f urgent news-film -from the 
Middle East, eg., -from wherever it -first landed within the reach 
o-f the Eurovision network. Eurovision kept strict control on 
which agency items could bene-fit -from its exclusive electronic 
highway system. The rest had to travel by horse and buggy - air
freight can be pretty slow, with all delays and trans-shipment 
mishaps - and usually arrived too late to the newsrooms to be o-f 
use except as -file material. 

The delays were even longer -for recipients outside Europe. 
And yet, the boxes and bags -from London where in most cases the 
only external input o-f visual news material they had - even when 
it came to news-film items that originated in countries o-f their 
own region. Re-flecting classic patterns o-f communication 
between colonies via the metropole only, pictures -from a country 
had to travel to a neighboring country by a detour o-f tens o-f 
thousands o-f miles. With time, boxes and bags were replaced by 
satellite distribution -feeds -from London, but the principle 
remains very much the same. 

The -first regional union o-f broadcasters <ie., radio and 
television organizations) outside Europe to -follow the example o-f 
the Eurovision and Intervision in setting up television news 
exchanges was OTI (Organization de la Television 
Iberoamericana).Actually,the news exchange (Servicio 
Iberoamer icana de Noticias) was born a -few weeks be-fore the 
o-f-ficial creation o-f the OTI in March 1971 .Part ic ipants included 
television organizations on both sides o-f the Atlantic Ocean, 
with TVE (Spanish Television) actually playing a coordinating 
role.Thus it is debatable whether SIN/OTI can be regarded as a 
"Third world" undertaking in the purest sense.It has resulted, in 
any case, in more visual television news material being available 
to Latin American broadcasters -from each others, and also to some 
inputs -from that continent to the EVN's. Even within SIN, the 
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net -flow direction is very much -from Europe to Latin America, as 
the -figures -for 1985 show: 

Table 1. Origin of SIN items, 1985 

SIN Latin America 349 (11 participants) 
SIN Europe 385 (TVE/Spain, RTP/Por-tugal) 
EVN 1 515 

Total 2 249 

The same year when SIN started also saw the -first attempt to 
tackle the problem on a global scale on the basis o-f cooperation 
between the broadcasting unions. The -first International 
Broadcast News Workshop was held in Tokyo in November 1971, jointly 
organized by the Asi a-Pac i-f i c Broadcasting Union (ABU) an'd the 
Friedrich Ebert Foundation (FES). One o-f the key results o-f this 
gathering :it was realized that a global television news exchange 
is only possible on the solid -foundation o-f existing and working 
regional news exchanges among broadcasters. At that time, there 
were only two pillars to support the would-be global roof:EVN and 
IVN, with a still -fledgling third one in SIN. It was also realized 
that the existence o-f suitable technologies as such is not enough 
to solve the problem o-f getting started, be i t on a global or on 
a regional scale. In 1971, the Intelsat system was there, a lot 
o-f countries in the Third wolrd had earth stations and more were 
added each year. Yet, other elements were lacking. Would-be 
members did not produce news items well suited -for international 
exchanges. Their technical quality was low and journalistically 
they were geared to suit local audiences (and powers-in-
being)only.Even i-f the earth stations could reach the sky, and 
their distant partners, they were not necessarily connected to 
the television stations - the all too well known problem o-f the 
"last mile". In-frastucture -for an e-f-fective coordination system 
was lacking, and so on. 

A-fter Tokyo, broadcasting unions set about building the 
-foundations o-f their regional news exchanges, with varying 
degrees o-f enthusiasm and e-f-fect i veness. Enthusiasm was high in 
the Arab States Broadcasting Union, which commissioned a 
•feasibility study on an Arabvision news exchange in 1973 and 
started exchanges in the three zones de-fined r " the study 
(Western or Maghreb, Middle or Mashrek, and the .GuW and 
Peninsula region) by the -fall o-f the same year. The 1973 war and 
other subsequent obstacles beyond the broadcasters" control kept 
Arabvision -from really taking o-f-f,until the sighting of the 
Arabsat quite recently. 

There was very little movement in the African broadcasting 
union URTNA, where the foundations were even thinner and shakier 
than elsewhere. 

The one union that really took the lessons of the Tokyo 
workshop seriously was the organizer: ABU. It started to build 
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the necessary -foundations and structures slowly but steadily, 
•from the bottom up rather than -from the top down. A-fter a 
regional workshop was held in Teheran 1975, a three man team was 
dispatched on a three month tour throughout the vast region, -from 
Iran to New Zealand and Korea. The study con-firmed that there 
was interest in a broadcaster-to-broadcaster news exchange and 
that it was a -feasible idea, in spite o-f the size and diversity 
o-f the region and mind-boggling technical problems. The major 
obstacle were high tari-f-fs charged by local telecommunications 
authorities -for there use o-f their earth stations and ancillary 
terrestrial links -for television -feeds. "I can take six satellite 
•feeds and my budget is -finished," was one o-f the comments heard 
during the tour. 

Now the ABU started a -long but eventually at least 
partially succes-ful education e-f-fort v i sav i national 
telecommunications authorities and their political masters, 
hammering home the basic truth that television organizations arid 
tel ecommun i cat ions authorities were actually part o-f the same 
government, albeit under di-f-ferent ministries, and problems o-f 
how to trans-fer money -from one pocket to the other should not 
become obstacles -for a service which was clearly in the national 
interest .While this was going on, training was started to 
create in the region a hard core o-f television news 
professionals, capable o-f shooting, editing and scripting news 
items suitable -for international exchange and o-f running the 
complicated coordination mechanisms o-f a news exchange by 
satellite. This training started at the Asi a-Pac i-f ic Institute 
•for Broadcasting Development (AIBD) in 1977, with the support o-f 
the Friedrich Ebert Foundation. So -far, 500 reporter-producers, 
cameramen, sound engineers and -film/ENG editors have been 
trained.This e-f-fort is still going on.The sixteenth such course 
is at present time into its third week at the AIBD. As the 
director o-f it, I should actually be there ,producing news 
stories in and around Kuala Lumpur with my trainees. 1 hope they 
•forgive me because I think that a gathering like this ultimately 
serves the same purpose as our training course. 

In the beginning o-f the eighties, a-fter a series o-f 
successor workshops to Tokyo and with the broadcasting unions 
getting more and more international bodies such as Unesco, 
IPDCjITU and Intelsat interested in the matter, a milestone was 
reached in March 1983. An experimental global news exchange was 
carried out among ASBU, URTNA and ABU, with EBU helping in a 
consulting role. Again, ABU was the only union where this one 
month trial actually resulted in launching a daily regional news 
exchange by satellite. This was due to a large extent to the 
painstaking preparations - on all levels - during the previous 
years. The "launch pad" had been built properly, and it didn't 
•fail,when Asiavision News Exchange took o-f-f on January 16, 1984. 
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3. Present structure and operations 

Asiavision News Exchange operates as two inter-connected 
zones, which where conceived at the time when the prevalent 
vehicle -for news exchange was still shipment o-f news-film by 
air.However, even though it would be possible (with one 
exception) to reach all members via the Indian ocean satellite 
(Primary path), the zones seem to correspondent to various 
realities o-f the regions concerned and in their di-f-ferent ways o-f 
operations add -flexibility to the operation o-f AVN. 

Zone A Zone B 

CCTV/China 
I RIB/I ran 
KBS/Korea 
MBC/Korea 
NHK/Japan (Coord. 
TVRI/Indonesia 

center) 

BTV/Bangla Desh 
DDI/India 
FTV/Pakistan 
RTB/Brune i 
RTM/Malaysia (Coord. 
SLRC/Sri Lanka 
TVRI/lndonesia 

center) 

TVRI is member o-f both zones, participating in the zone A by 
satellite and in the zone B by air shipments. However, a-fter a 
success-ful trial in August 1986 in Zone B satellite reception 
TVRI is expected to start its participation by satellite in zone 
B on a permanent basis. 

The Special Broadcasting Service (SBS) o-f Australia 
participated in the Zone A in the beginning but has temporarily 
wi thdrawn. 

IRIB is member o-f Zone A because its satellite earth station 
works on the major path o-f the Indian Ocean Intelsat, while all 
Zone B countries have their earth stations working on the primary 
path. Only Japan is equipped with both. 

As indicated earlier, the two zones di-f-fer in the outlook o-f 
their exchanges both regarding their coordination procedures and 
contents. There are however a number o-f common -factors: 

- Basic principles: every member is -free to o-f-f er, or not 
• to o-f-fer whatever items he deems -fit, and every member is 
similarly -free to accept and use, or not, whatever has 
been o-f-fered. 

- Mode o-f operation: Successive contribution transmissions 
•from each member in turn to the center, where items are 
compiled into a package and -fed to members in a multi-
destination transmission. 

Controlling bodies: in the ABU structure, all AVN 
operations -fall under the control o-f the News Study Group, 
which in turn reports directly to the Administrative 
Counc i1 . 
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However, the day to day operations o-f the two zones are best 
understood i-f treated separately. 

3.1. Zone A 

The coordination center o-f the Zone A is at NHK, Tokyo, and 
coordination is actually per-formed by designated members o-f the 
NHK sta-f-f -for Foreign News and Satellite Operations. Under the 
supervision o-f the Zonal Coordinator, duty news coordinators 
are responsible -for the day to day operations needed to assemble 
and -feed out the package. 

Coordination communications between the center and the 
members are mainly handled by telex. This is not due to lack o-f 
other possibilities <in -fact, there is a permanent -four-wire 
audio con-ference network linking all members to the 
center).Rather, coordination by exchanging written but speedy 
messages seems to con-form better to the mentality o-f all 
concerned and to their approach to the news exchange as a whole. 
Lack o-f a common language is sometimes cited as a reason why an 
audio con-ference would not work. This does not mean that the 
organizations concerned would not have sta-f-f members su-f-f ic i ently 
•fluent in English to man an audio box during a voice con-ference. 
Rather, since none o-f the countries o-f the zone is English-
speak i ng,such senior sta-f-f as is considered to have the 
necessary qual i-f i cat ions -for taking on the spot decisions, either 
does not speak English or does not want to engage in the tedium 
o-f daily audio con-ferences. 

The -following is the outline o-f daily coordination and 
transmission operations of the Zone A center: 

TIME <UTC> TIME (JST) 
—0100 —1000 Deadline -for o-f-fers -from 

members to the center 

0130—0200 1030—1100 0-f-fer telex -from center 
to the members 

0200—0230 1100—1130 Center consults members by 
phone i-f necessary 

0300—0330 1200 —1230 Center telex*"" -final running 
order to members 

0330—0530 1230-1430 Members telex dopesheets to 
the center 

0500—0510 1400—1410 TXM FROM IRIB 
SECAM Indian/Major 

0530—0540 1430—1440 TXM FROM KBS/MBC 
NTSC Paci-fic 

0550—0750 1450 —1650 Center telexes dopesheets 
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0600—0610 1500 — 1510 TXM FROM CCTV 
PAL Pac i fi c 

0630—0640 1530 — 1540 TXM FROM TVRI 
PAL Pac i-fie 

0730—0745 1630 — 1645 DISTRIBUTION (AVN-A-1) 
TXM TO CCTV,TVRI,KBS/MBC 
AND TO RTM (Zone B) 
PAL Pacific 

0810—0B30 1710 — 1730 Audio conference with EBU 

0830—0900 1730—1800 Center participates in 
the audio conference 
of Zone B 

Q9QG--0910 1800—1810 TXM FROM RTM (Zone B) 
(Distribution of AW-B-1) 
PAL Indian/Primary 

0930—0945 1830-1845 DISTRIBUTION (AVN-A-2) 
TXM TO I RIB AND TDF/EBU 
SECAM Indian/Major 

At present, Zone A exchange takes place five days a week 
(Monday through Friday) with CCTV,KBS,MBC and NHK as regular 
p[articipants,whereas IRIB participates three times a week 
(Monday,Tuesday,Thursday) and TVRI twice a week (Tuesday and 
Thursday). TDF/EBU receives the feed five times a week. 

3.2. Zone B 

The coordination center of the Zone B is at RTM in Kuala 
Lumpur. The Zonal Coordinator is a senior news executive of the 
host television organization RTM. Reflecting the different 
possibilities of the two host organizations, and the presence of 
the ABU General Secretariat in Kuala Lumpur (and next door to 
RTM),the day-to-day coordination is carried out by a permanent 
News Coordinator who is a senior member of the ABU Secretariat 
staff.RTM news staff assists him in writing dopesheets ,compiling 
the packages and chairing the daily audio circuit conference. 

As far as technical facilities are concerned, Zone B center 
relies entirely upon RTM. 

The main vehicle for coordination of the Zone B news 
exchange is a four-wire circuit, leased on a permanent basis to 
connect the center to all members (DDI at present has a daily 
recurrent booking on the circuit rather than permanent 
connect i on) . 
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Apart -from its zonal role, center also per-forms an inter
regional liaison -function between ABU and EBU. Zone B receives 
r-from EBU the two regular daily -feeds <EVN-0 and EVN-1 ) and 
selects some 5-S items daily -for- its own packages -for 
distribution to Zone B members. 

Since Asiavision centers were included in the early morning 
mini audio con-ference where the EBU News Coordinator discusses 
the news outlook o-f the day with the EBU New York o-f-fice and with 
the EBU permanent services (Eurovision Coordinator in Geneva), 
they are in position to o-f-fer news items -from Asia to E W , to 
provide additional i n-format ion about them and generally establish 
the presence o-f Asiavision as a -full partner to Eurovision. It 
can be said that the voices o-f the A W coordinators on this 
daily con-ference circuit - and a later -full house audio hook-up 
with the participation o-f all members o-f Eurovision - carry 
real weight in actually redeeming the i n-format ion imbalance on 
the area o-f tv news -flows because it is there the immediate 
decisions are made. 

The -following schedule shows the daily activities o-f Zone B: 

TIME <UTC> TIME (K.L.) 

1600 — 1790 0000—0100 TXM FROM TDF/EBU 
<EVN-1) 
PAL Indian/Primary 

0200—0230 1000-1030 News coordinator selects 
i terns -from EVN-1 tape 

0400—0430 1200—1230 Audio con-ference with all 
members o-f Zone B. 
News coordinator receives 
o-f-fer-s -from members and 
checks interest in them 

0430—0500 1230—1300 News coordinator plans 
running order which is 
sent by telex to EBU/Geneva 
and to Zone A center 

0610—0620 1410-1420 TXM FROM RTB/Brunei 
PAL Indian/Primary 

0650—0700 1450—1500 TXM FROM BTV/Bangla Desh 
PAL Indian/Primary 

0710—0720 1510—1520 TXM FROM SLRC/Sr i Lanka 
PAL Indian/Primary 

0730—0740 1530 — 1540 TXM FROM PTV/Pakistan 
PAL Indian/Primary 
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0730—0745 1530 — 1545 TXM FROM NHK/Japan 
(DISTRIBUTION AVN-A-1) 
PAL Pac i i i c 

0750—0800 1550 — 1600 TXM FROM DDI / I nd ia 
PAL Ind ian 

0810-0830 1610 — 1630 News coordinator participates 
in audio conference with EBU 

0900—0910 1700—1710 DISTRIBUTION AVN-B-1 
TXM TO ALL MEMBERS OF ZONE B, 
TO NHK AND TO TDF/EBU 

1045—1100 1845—1900 News coordinator participates 
in audio con-ference with EBU 
(EVN-0 pre-txm con-ference) 

1100—1130 1900 — 1930 TXM FROM TDF/EBU 
(EVN-0) 
PAL Indian/Primary 

1130 — 1230 1930—2030 News coordinator selects 
i terns -from EVN-0 and -from 
the Zone A package. 

1230—1240 2030—2040 DISTRIBUTION AVN-B-2 
TXM TO ALL MEMBERS 
(except DDI) 

4. Contents 

4.1 . Volume 

In volume terms, AVN is already in the same league with its 
two elder sisters, which handle an annual volume o-f some 9 000 
news items (EBU) and 6 000 (OIRT/Intervisi on). 

Table 2. Volume o-f AVN-A and AVN-B, January-September 1985 

NHK 
KBS 
MBC 
IRIB 
CCTV 
TVRI 
SBS 

275 
112 
70 
97 
199 
87 
68 

RTM 
RTB 
BTV 
SLRC 
PTV 
DDI 
TVRI 

B 
EVN 

B+EVN 

225 
119 
341 
414 
339 
511 
36 

1 955 
1 450 

3 405 

908 B 1 955 A+B 2 863 
EVN 1 450 

A+B+EVN 4 313 

? 
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4 . 1 . i o p i c s 

While the quantity o-f items exchanged is rather impressive, 
-figures need to be complemented by an analysis o-f their topics 
and news value. 

At all recent meetings o-f the Asiavision News Study Group, 
as well as the -first workshop o-f the A W News Coordinators, the 
problems o-f widening the topics and improving the journalistic 
quality have been seen as crucial to the development and even 
survival o-f the A W . Reflecting the general information policies 
prevailing in their countries, the supply of items from 
members varies greatly in terms of the scope of events and issues 
which are deemed suitable for international distribution. The 
following overall figures should give an idea - of these 
di fferences. 

Table 3. A W items by category of contents, in percentages 
of the total supply of items by originating ser
vices, January-September 1985 

ORG POL CER ECO CAT REL CUL SPO HUM WAR CRI HEA ID 

Zone 
27 2 15 4 1 7 12 21 

NHK 
KBS 
MBC 
IRIB 
CCTU 
TVRI 
SBS 

Zone 
B 

RTM 
RTB 
BTV 
SLRC 
PTV 
DDI 
TVRI 

31 
28 
34 
38 
17 
20 
28 

30 

27 
26 
25 
17 
36 
39 
31 

1 
5 
1 
3 
2 
5 
1 

3 

3 
5 
2 
3 
3 
2 
6 

14 
13 
7 
7 

17 
33 
16 

20 

16 . 
12 
30 
29 
15 
13 
19 

9 
0 
0 
0 
3 
2 
9 

6 

3 
3 
9 
3 
5 
7 
14 

0 
1 
n ̂ 

4 
o 

0 
0 . 

4 

4 
5 
4 
4 
6 
2 
0 

6 
14 
6 
0 
S 
5 
6 

4 

4 
6 
1 

4 
1 
4 
3 

9 
15 
11 
1 

18 
14 
12 

14 

14 
30 
13 
14 
16 
9 
14 

19 
22 
31 
3 

31 
18 
22 

11 

14 
8 
8 
13 
10 
13 
14 

3 
0 
0 

42 
1 
0 
3 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

4 
0 
6 
0 
1 
3 
3 

3 

3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
4 
0 

3 
2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 

2 

1 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
0 

1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

3 

0 
0 
1 

10 
0 
3 
0 

Legend:PCLi t i cal,CERemon ies,ECOnomic development,CATastrophes, 
RELigion, CULtural,SP0rt, HUMan interest, WAR.CRIme, 
HEAlth, Internal Disturbance 

The above figures are based on information contained in the 
AUN-A logsheets and in the original record diary of Zone B. 
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As can be expected, four categories are well represented in 
the supply by nearly all services: politics, economic development 
,sports and human i nterest .More than 10 '/. in any other category 
is rare. The obvious exceptions from the rule are war items in 
the IRIB supply (42%) and news items on the conflict with Tamil 
rebels (usually coverage of the aftermath of attacks) among items 
from SLRC (10"-O . 

Political items range from 17 V. (CCTV and SLRC) to as high 
as 39'/. (DDI) .Major i ty of poltical items from any country are 
about the activities of the government, with a heavy dose of 
official visits. Coverage of any kind of opposition activities 
are rare, and in case of KBS/MBC.RTB and PTV completely ruled 
out. 

One-sidedness of political coverage - and sometimes the lack 
of offers on political events which hardly would be perceived as 
negative to the government - has been lamented at successive 
meetings of the A W News Study Group. They have pointed out - in 
respectful but clear language - the anomaly in restrictions which 
tie the hands of the national television service and prevent it 
•from disseminating visual news about what is going on in the 
country,whi1e foreign commercial agencies are allowed to cover 
same events and feed the pictures to their customers everywhere 
in the world. The News Study Group has emphasized that the news 
gets out anyway, often accompanied by pictures, and that it is 
better that the national tv service can present its version of 
events, even if they are negative from the governments point of 
view,than to abdicate and leave the field totally to foreign 
agenc ies. 

However, it should be noted that within the limits imposed 
by their governments,most members do their best to provide A W 
even with coverage not shown on their own newscasts; This applies 
to SLRC items on the ethnic violence, university riots in Bangla 
De'sh.<; .and other similar cases. DDI Asiavision staff is working 
hard' to "satisfy A W and E W demand for coverage of the religious 
arid political turmoil in some parts of India, despite of huge 
distances and clearance problems. RTM offered to AVN a summary of 
the police videotape of the Memali incident, when it was 
released,and covered the politically inspired trouble in Sabah as 
well.Of course, NHK and SBS, when the latter still participated, 
gave a balanced coverage of the political developments in their 
countries. The resources of NHK and its bilateral arrangements 
with.*-some non-Asiav ision broadcasters have made it possible 
to enrich A W with hard news from the Philippines ,Thailand and 
Kampuchea. 

To put it bluntly, every member is all for increasing the 
hard news content of A W , when it comes to covering other 
countries.Hard news from one's own country is always a problem. 
This is by no means typical of Asiavision only". At certain times 
and in certain countries of Europe, Eurovisi on,too, has had to 
resort to agency coverage of certain type of Vevents. 
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When it comes to economic development news, the roles seem 
to be reversed. Every organization is ready to o-f-fer but 
others are not keen on receiving and using these items. The 
dilemma was explained well by a participant to the 
recent workshop o-f A W News Coordinators: 

"I-f 1 show a new irrigation project in a neighbor country, 
they'll ask me-next morning ,why? As i-f there aren't enough 
such things in our own country..." 

Uhi1e hard news items are usually accepted without too many 
remarks about their technical and journalistic quality, 
development news items, along with cultural and human interest 
items, should be well shot and edited to make them more 
attractive. Un-fortunately, this is not always the case. 

Lastly, it can be noted that most services are not against 
covering such categories as various types o-f catastrophes and 
accidents, or crime, in their countries and o-f-fer ing such news 
items to AVN. Most crime items during the period dealt with 
drugs. 

5. Future problems and prospects 

Within the short span o-f two and a hal-f years o-f its 
existence, Asiavision has had to con-front most o-f the problems 
that older news exchange systems gradually solved over 20 years. 
Problems o-f cost sharing, relations to various outside bodies 
such as broadcasters in other regions, other unions and news-film 
agencies all demand urgent attention. At the same time, the 
internal structure o-f Asiavision is still in need o-f 
improvement. In the long run, it will be di-f-ficult to motivate 
the existence o-f two separate zones, but their un i-f icat ion will 
not be an easy process either. 

From being ridiculed -for lack o-f realism and what not, 
Asiavision has all o-f a sudden become an object o-f great 
attention and courtship -from the part o-f its -former detractors. 
News-film agencies are now all too eager to enter into cooperation 
with Asiavision, while on the other hand preparing regional news 
•feeds o-f their own to compete with it. 

Asiavision has to decide now, -first, whether it wants 
competition or cooperation as the basic -framework o-f its 
relations with news-film agencies. I-f it chooses the -former, it -1 

and that means the television services and governments behind it 
- should be prepared to allocate the ressources needed in a head-
on battle. I-f it chooses the latter, it should decide on the 
•forms and mechanisms it wants to o-f-fer to the news-film agencies 
and start the dialogue as soon as possible. 

A great deal o-f work is now being done to consolidate the 
technical basis o-f Asiavision, which is still plagued by 
technical problems -from crackling noises on the conference 
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circuit to lack o-f ENG equipment -for news shooting to video 
breakouts on the long microwawe circuits the signal has to 
travel between the national capital and the satellite gateway in 
some countr i es.The -first ever meeting o-f Asiavision contact 
engineers was recently held in Kuala Lumpur, and even a 1ayman 
could see that they took the task o-f improving the technical 
•foundations o-f Asiavision seriously. 

Perhaps the most exciting project -for the -future is that o-f 
a "live AVN" - simultaneous contribution and distribution, 
instead o-f the successive phases today, in the -form o-f a single 
multi-origin, multi-destination transmission via the Indian Ocean 
satellite o-f the Intelsat system. Intelsat itsel-f is keen on 
o-f-fering new type o-f services and economising the use o-f the 
space segment. 

Intelsat signatories concerned are now studying the 
idea,while the AWN members are preparing -for a trial run. The 
advantages o-f a simultaneous contribution/distribution mode are 
obvious: intermediate recording and playback at the center is now 
longer needed, which results in saving -facilities and manpower 
but also the quality o-f the original material, which will be 
delivered to the recipients without the loss o-f one generation at 
the center .Equal l"y important is that pushing the contribution 
deadlines -from morning or noon to a-fternoon will increase the 
chances o-f including same-day material into the exchanges. 

6. Conclusion 

Asiavision has not solved and will not solve all problems o-f 
the imbalance o-f television news -flows to, -from, and within Asia. 
It has done a lot, however, and it has also shown a way which 
could be taken on other areas as well. 

I-f Asiavision experience proves anything, at least it says 
that technologies themselves , while a prerequisite o-f new 
patterns o-f i n-forma t i on -flows, in themselves are not sufficient 
to effect changes. First of all, bureaucratic and financial 
obstacles that hamper or prevent their use have to be overcome. 
And second, software should match hardware in sophistication. 

However advanced mechanisms will be used to transmit 
A W news, the value of the exchange is still mainly determined at 
the origin. If the members keep offering valuable and interesting 
items, the exchange itself will be valuable and interesting. If 
not, no amount of sophisticated hardware and coordination 
procedures will make up what the contents are lacking. 

But if all participants know what is expected from them, if 
they do their best to overcome obstacles and do not give up 
because of inevitable setbacks, Asiavision can succeed not only 
in its own field, but in showing an example to many others who 
are worried about the information imbalance.On how to do 
someth i ng about i t. 
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